Frederick William Henry  
MSS 305.  

Box 1 of 1. August 2004 Inventory.  

Contents: 19 notebooks, clasp and three-ring.  


10. Three-ring notebook, black, 9½” X 11½”. Contents: Typed and handwritten poems and thoughts; approx.70 pp.

over a period of / almost seventy years / by /Frederick W. Henry”. 77 pp. Second
copy.

THE LAKE / THAT CAME OUT OF A WELL / F. W. Henry”.

W X”. From title page: “Gleanings along the way on the subject Death &
Immortality. Excerpts from many writers in their attempts to answer man’s
ancient & ever-present question: “If a man die shall he live again?” Frederick
Wm. Henry Denver Colo 1963”; approx. 84 pp.

page: “THESE NOTES ARE DEDICATED / to the memory / of / My very dear
friend / the late / DR. EDGAR L. HEWETT / of / SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO / At
whose request I began this record of THOMAS TATE TOBIN / FREDERICK
W. HENRY”; approx. 98 pp.

15. Three-ring notebook, navy blue, 9½” X 11½”. On first inside pages: black-and-
white photographs of Tom Tobin and daughter Maria Sara; approx 14 pp.

16. Clasp notebook, reddish brown, 9” X 11 ½”. On cover: THOMAS TATE
TOBIN / by / F. W. Henry / complete / Helen.” From title page: “THESE NOTES
ARE DEDICATED / to the memory / of / My very dear friend / the late / DR.
EDGAR L. HEWETT / of / SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO / At whose request I
began this record of THOMAS TATE TOBIN / FREDERICK W. HENRY”;
approx. 98 pp. Three copies.

17. Three-ring notebook, gray, 9½” X 11½”. From title page: “Thomas Tate Tobin
1823-1904.” Notes and rough draft, approx. 175 pp.